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 “As a family, we have experienced poverty and 

homelessness. I almost lost my husband and my children’s 
father when he received a medical misdiagnosis. My oldest 
son almost died from Covid. Through it all, my faith in God 

never wavered. The Chronicles of Nai Nai is the story of my 
life and the experiences that led me to where I am today. I 

want to share with people how God put my family and I on a 
path to spread better health to a segment of the population 
that is often forgotten, ignored and marginalized. Everything 
we have accomplished and everything we have shared with 

the less fortunate, is through His mercy and grace.” 

 
 

BIOGRAPHY 
About Mary Chen 
Mary Shao Mei Lee Chen is co-founder of ChenMed, where she serves as the organization’s Chief 
Market Development Officer. A woman of strong Christian faith, she created the company, along with 
her husband, Dr. Jen-Ling Chen, as a mission-driven healthcare organization caring for the most 
fragile and underserved senior citizens in 15 states. Perhaps one of Mary’s most important titles was 
appointed by her eight grandchildren, who affectionately call her Nai nai, the Mandarin word for 
“Grandma.” Her belief in God, and how He directed to her, provided for and protected her and her 
family, and gave them a family purpose beyond what they ever asked for or imagined, drove Mary to 
share her story with believers and non-believers alike in her new book, The Chronicles of Nai Nai: 
Beyond What Was Asked for or Imagined [Morgan James Faith, March 8, 2022]. Her goal is to inspire 
others to embrace a God that loves and protects His people.  
 
About ChenMed 
ChenMed, headquartered in Miami, is a privately owned medical, management and technology 
company that delivers the high-touch and personalized primary care Medicare-eligible seniors need to 
enjoy better health. The company operates approximately 100 senior medical centers in 15 states. 
Named one of Fortune 2020 “Change the World” companies, ChenMed also was honored 
by Newsweek as a "Most Loved Workplace" in 2021; and certified as a Best Place to Work® by the 
Best Place to Work Institute. Bringing concierge-style medicine and better health outcomes to the 
neediest populations, ChenMed brands include Chen Senior Medical Center, Dedicated Senior 
Medical Center, and JenCare Senior Medical Center. Mary’s leadership differentiates the ChenMed 
brand with its high patient satisfaction and net promoter scores in the low- to mid-90s at each of the 
company’s approximately 100medical centers — a score unprecedented in the healthcare industry. 
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BOOK 
The Chronicles of Nai Nai: Beyond What Was Asked for or Imagined [Morgan James Faith, 
March 8, 2022] 

 
The Chronicles of Nai Nai is a story of faith, perseverance, hard work, 
and success through God’s mercy and grace. 

Mary Shao Mei Lee Chen was born in post-World War II Taiwan. The fourth of 
six girls born to an accountant and office worker, Mary discovered her Christian 
faith at an early age. One of her earliest memories was memorizing Psalm 
121:1-2 NIV - “I lift up my eyes to the mountains – where does my help come 
from? My help comes from the LORD, the Maker of heaven and earth.” 

Before coming to America Mary met Jen-Ling Chen, the top student in his 
class at Taiwan’s most prestigious university. They came to America to pursue 
their education. Eventually they married, started a family, and Jen-Ling 
attended medical school. Their road, however, was not an easy one. Modest 
success gave way to poverty and homelessness. A successful medical 
practice was threatened by a deadly medical diagnosis. Through it all, they 
trusted in God to look after their family and show them their path. Together with 

God’s guidance, they created a mission-driven healthcare organization that brings affordable, quality 
healthcare to America’s poorest, sickest, and most forgotten senior citizens. The Chronicles of Nai Nai is 
their story of faith, perseverance, hard work, and ultimately, success, through God’s mercy and grace. 
 
 
 
 

INTERVIEW TOPICS 
The Chronicles of Nai Nai (Themes of Religion, Spirituality, Relationships, Parenting, etc.) 

● How Mary and her family overcame poverty and homelessness 
● Mary’s personal account with serious medical illnesses in her family: Her husband’s terminal 

medical misdiagnosis and her son’s near-death battle with Covid 
● The propelling factor of faith in Mary’s life: Mary and her family’s mission to spread better 

health to the elderly, a segment of the population that is often forgotten, ignored, and 
marginalized 

● Mary’s strong Christian roots: How she brings meaning and direction to life through faith  
● The secret to a successful family dynamic: Themes of love, faith, hard work, respect, and 

passion  
● Mary’s parenting style: Her opinion and advice on tiger vs. elephant parenting styles, and what 

she had to do as an immigrant to the U.S. 
● Life lessons Mary hopes to instill upon her grandchildren, who affectionately call her Nai Nai 
● A Family Affair: What it’s like leading a multigenerational healthcare ministry  
● The American Dream: Mary’s experiences as an emigrant from Taiwan  
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ChenMed (Themes of Business, Health, Healthcare, Women in Leadership, etc.) 
● Why the ChenMed medical practice focuses on senior citizens from poor communities 
● How the ChenMed model of healthcare brings better health and longer, healthier lives to 

senior citizens who typically suffer at the hands of traditional healthcare providers 
● Covid variances and the impact on assisted living communities  
● Why ChenMed’s adoption of health-related technologies allowed them to seamlessly pivot 

from 98% in-person visits to nearly all virtual within the first weeks of the pandemic 
● The need for medical counsel between loved ones in assisted living 
● The evolution of ChenMed and plans for the future 
● Healthcare inequities: Addressing the issue of zip codes in this country where life expectancy 

of residents is 20-25 years less than the life expectancy of people living in more affluent zip 
codes a few miles away 

● How value-based healthcare can fix racial health disparities 
● The pandemic-induced shift to telehealth: What should the role of telemedicine be in American 

healthcare post-Covid? 
● Addressing burnout amongst healthcare professionals  
● Why ChenMed embraces Medicaid patients and treats them as VIPs, while many practices 

turn them away 
● The Family Doctors: Interviews with Mary’s husband, James Chen, MD, PhD, ChenMed 

Founder and her two sons, Christopher Chen, MD, Chief Executive Officer and Gordon Chen, 
MD, Chief Medical Officer 

 
 
 

CONNECT 
 

Connect with Mary Chen on: 
Official Site: www.marychenbooks.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/AuthorMaryChen  
Twitter: https://twitter.com/MaryChenBooks  

LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/marychenbooks/  
Instagram: www.instagram.com/MaryChenBooks  

 
 

Connect with ChenMed on: 
Official Site: www.linkedin.com/company/chenmed  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/ChenMedFamily 
Instagram: www.instagram.com/lifeatchenmed 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/ChenMed 
 


